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Guide $780,000

A rare opportunity to own 1012sqm of level land with 25m frontage and wraparound views encompassing the ocean and

Gold Coast skyline to the east, and north down the valley to Brisbane CBD and the bay islands beyond.  Fully cleared and

usable, you will be spoilt for choice of the type of home you can create here.  From a quaint weekender bursting with

personality, to a sleek and modern multi-level design, the sky is literally the limit in this superior Eagle Heights location.•

Coveted position on the high side of Paradise Drive• 1012sqm of level land with wide 25m frontage• Easterly view to the

Gold Coast skyline sunrise and ocean beyond• Northerly view to Brisbane CBD and the bay islands• Sprawl across the

block with a sizable single level home• Or go up for a 270 degree view and glorious sunsets over the range• Fully cleared

and build-ready, saving you costs in land preparation• Prime, rich volcanic mountain soil perfect for vege garden, fruit

trees• Elevated for breezes, without the harshness of escarpment wind• Whisper quiet lifestyle, yet only 20 minutes to

Gold Coast and M1You'll agree there is nothing like this still available on the mountain, so call Jodi now to secure your

own piece of Paradise before someone else imagines their own grand design. DISCLAIMER: We have in preparing this

advertisement used our best endeavours to ensure the information contained is true and accurate, but accept no

responsibility and disclaim all liability in respect to any errors, omissions, inaccuracies or misstatements contained.

Prospective purchasers should make their own enquiries to verify the information contained in this advertisement.


